With **SMACS** solutions from **FASTCOM, SWISSLCOM** datacenter implements high anti-tailgating security with flexibility

- **SWISSLCOM** operates 24 datacenters in Switzerland.
- For a 3-door mantrap, the flows of people and material are automatically secured by a **SMACS** solution from **FASTCOM** and thus meet the highest security standards.
- SMACS solutions enable to implement security and flexibility at the same time.

Lausanne, Switzerland – 10th of February 2021

**FASTCOM Technology SA** announces the completion of the project with **SWISSCOM** datacenter in Olten (Switzerland). A 3-door mantrap using the SMACS FlexMat solution was implemented in an already built infrastructure. The project was done in cooperation with the company **SAFOS**. Very little construction work was required. The SMACS FlexMat solution secures the flows of people and of material for optimal security.

The challenge: The Swisscom datacenter offers services to demanding customers. High security standards need to be implemented while maintaining high productivity. To that end, the access security through a 3-door corridor has to be increased. Therefore, a highly secure mantrap has to be created to securely manage the flows of people and of material. The construction work should be minimized by using the already built infrastructure. Typical flows are people, disabled people, hand luggage and large material.

The solution: The **SMACS FlexMat** is the ideal solution to solve the imposed specifications. The SMACS FlexMat is adapted for mantrap with 2 to 4 doors while, at the same time, security the flows of people and of material. It integrates seamlessly into the existing architectural and technical infrastructure. Special modes, including “emergency exit” mode and specific passage processes, are available.

“The access security is instrumental for our business activity. With the SMACS FlexMat, we can simultaneously and automatically control the flows of people and of material in the three-door mantrap in a secure way, as well as preserving a flexible operational management.”

**Swisscom datacenter responsible**, Olten, Switzerland

About **FASTCOM**

FASTCOM is a leading company in providing multi-flow airlock solutions. Based in Switzerland, FASTCOM is an independent company and is active worldwide for more than 15 years. For more information, please visit [https://www.fastcom-technology.com/fastcom](https://www.fastcom-technology.com/fastcom)
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